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Nanoscale devices can exhibit memory effects that must be accounted for in applications. 

In the last decade, there has been a lot of interest in resistors with a memory, also called 

memristors. While the origin of the effect can be both classical and quantum, the signature of 

the resistive memory is a pinched hysteresis in the I-V diagram. After a description of the 

phenomenology of memristive devices, this talk discusses the intricate effects arising from dense 

circuits made of memristors. In this talk we provide some background on the physical properties 

of the memristors (various physical origins and some recent attempts to describe quantum 

filamentary switching), to then focus on emergent and classical properties of circuits of 

memristors. Specifically, we will discuss an exact equation for the evolution of the memory of a 

generic circuit and the collective phenomena that arise. We will conclude by discussing what we 

call rumbling transition, a chaotic switching phenomenon occurring in voltage-controlled coctios, 

and that has been possibly measured recently in neuromorphic nanowire circuit experiments. 

We interpret the switching as a symmetry breaking phenomenon. 
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